CHALLENGES OF RAILROAD CONTROL ARE LONG DAYS AND CONSTANT CARE

Each occupation within the Green Industry has its special challenges. In railroad weed control they are long days on spray trains, constant monitoring of application rates, and prevention of drift damage to agricultural crops alongside the tracks.

Perhaps you have seen a railroad spray unit, a short train slowly being pushed down the tracks by a single engine. Two lead cars and five tankers are pushed at a snail-like 15 miles per hour pace across thousands of miles of track each year. Each train has an engine pushing from the rear, tank cars carrying herbicide mixes, a supply car and a lead car to scout ahead and to control two sets of spray booms.

These trains are operated by R.H. Bogle Co., a firm with more than 30 years experience in railroad weed control. As many as 25 railroad companies hire Bogle to clean up weeds along their right-of-ways. This type of weed control provides railroad companies with a more efficient working image, prevention against hazardous right-of-way fires, preservation of wooden ties, and improved visibility at road crossings.

Effective control of the grasses and broadleaf weeds found along railroad tracks necessitates the use of both contact and residual herbicides. And in many instances, field crops such as cotton, tobacco and soybeans are situated very close to the tracks. Consequently, drift control is an extremely important consideration.

According to Bogle Service Engineer Red Shetron, their spray crews avoid crop damage by altering the herbicide spray pattern when necessary. For example, Shetron and his crew frequently spray a mixture of Ortho Paraquat CL and Karmex 80W from one set of booms, and from a second set they apply a mixture containing 2,4-D. When the train is within close range of a farm field, how-
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Shetron's crew was on the road for 165 days in 1977. In good weather, they run seven days a week, 15 hours a day. Their goal is 125 miles of track per day.
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Chemicals are mixed at the beginning of each day.
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Shetron at controls in front of train spots for nearby crops and vegetation.
ever, Shetron turns off the 2,4-D application (because of its high drift potential) and relies solely on the Paraquat and Karmex.

"While we're running, I'm situated in the front car, constantly spotting nearby crops and vegetation along the tracks," Shetron explained. "From there I can cut the 2,4-D when I need to, or even quit spraying entirely if we're too close to susceptible crops. I also stop spraying if there are no weeds to knock down.

"I have two men working with me — J. D. Brown and Dennis Edney," he continued. "They mix the chemicals before we leave in the morning and run the booms while we're applying. In addition to spotting vegetation and crops, I also monitor application pressure and take meter readings at each mile post to see exactly how much material we're applying."

An average of four railroad representatives also man the train, including a roadmaster, engineer, conductor and brakeman.

Bogle spray crews have had relatively few drift problems while doing an effective job of controlling right-of-way vegetation, largely due to the sophisticated equipment now available for railroad weed control.

John McIntosh, representative at the company's head office in Alexandria, Virginia, also emphasized that point. "Our application equipment once consisted of a single, high volume system. Now our trains have multiple systems. The difference is that with the old system we could only spray one chemical at a time. But now we can apply three chemicals at one time... and at different rates.

"There are naturally different weed problems along a railroad track," McIntosh continued. "There are heavy grasses along the side of the track, while in the tie area where there isn't as much dirt, late annuals are more prevalent. Consequently, we don't need to apply as much chemical in the tie area as we do on the shoulder of the track.

Shetron explained that his spray booms cover a 16-foot swath; there are two parallel booms on each side of the train — the outside one used for applying herbicides like Paraquat and Karmex. The system is powered by two Hale centrifugal pumps: a V-4 Wisconsin and a 318 Chrysler. And the total tank capacity of his train is 53,000 gallons (two 10,000 gallon cars and three 11,000 gallon cars).

"We've been applying 2,4-D at a rate of one gallon per acre, diluted in 49 gallons of water," Shetron said. "We also use Nalco-Trol drift control agent with the 2,4-D, and it works very well.

"The Paraquat is sprayed at a rate of 1/2 pints per acre, diluted in 50 gallons of water," he continued. "And the Karmex is applied at a rate of six pounds per acre."

He explained that 2,4-D is primarily used for control of vines and other tough perennials. Karmex is applied as a preemergence material, used
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**Why Search All Over... When Princeton Has It All!**

From inside this plant comes one of the most complete lines of Sod and Nursery Equipment available today. Search around and compare...but before you buy anything...CHECK WITH PRINCETON.

**For example:**
- Fully Automatic Sod Harvester
- Self-Propelled (crew served) Sod Harvester
- "Tow-Boy" Sod Harvester
- Rolled Sod Harvester (under development)
- Nursery Transplanter (various sizes & models)
- Tree Carts
- Fork Lifts (under development)
- Sod Plugger
- And Many Others

**For further information write or call collect:**
Rodger Osborne, General Manager
955 W. Walnut St.
Canal Winchester, Ohio 43110
614/837-9096
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for control of annual weeds and grasses, and Paraquat is applied for immediate knock-down of both perennial and broadleaf weeds. Paraquat is frequently used for right-of-way weed control, along both railroad tracks and highways, and is desirable because of its fast contact action and broad-spectrum effectiveness.

Keeping a railroad spray train running smoothly is no simple trick. Maintenance of equipment is a daily routine, and an important one; breakdowns can be extremely expensive. And the physical demands of the job are exhausting.

“Our train usually covers about 15,000 miles in a year,” Shetron said. “We usually start on the West Coast, then as the weather permits, work our way across the country.”

To cover those miles, his crew must stay on the road for approximately 165 days. When weather conditions are favorable, they usually run seven days a week and work as much as 15 hours a day. By the time they mix the chemicals and get started in the morning, it usually takes that long to cover the desired 125 miles.

Mcintosh added that Bogle’s ten spray trains covered a combined total of approximately 75,000 miles of track in 1977. It is, indeed, a big change from the time back in the 1920’s when that company first strapped a pressurized tank on a flat car to spray for right-of-way weeds.

ROSS

Ross TreeGARD is a snap-on plastic tube that expands to fit any young tree. Snaps-off & on in seconds for bark inspection.

- Protects trees from:
  - Sun scald
  - Rabbits and other rodents
  - Mower bruises
  - No taping, tying or gluing
  - Allows proper ventilation

If your distributor doesn’t stock ROSS TreeGARD order direct, freight pre-paid!

Ross Daniels, Inc., 1720 Fuller Rd., West Des Moines, Iowa 50265

Gentlemen please ship me:

#1687 24" TreeGARD 400/case: $ __________________________
1-5 cases: @ $169.50/case $ __________________________
6-25 cases: @ $153.25/case $ __________________________
26 plus: @ $143.25/case $ __________________________

#1693 36" TreeGARD 200/case:
1-5 cases: @ $127.00/case $ __________________________
6-25 cases: @ $115.00/case $ __________________________
26 plus: @ $107.50/case $ __________________________

Total: $ __________________________

NAME ____________________________________________
COMPANY __________________________________________
ADDRESS __________________________________________
CITY __________________________________________ STATE ________ ZIP ________
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We’re putting our brains together to save you money.

Take the dependable, reliable Rain Bird® RC-7A, RC-1230 and RC-1260 — mix them up in any double combination — and what have you got? Our brand new line of super economy controllers.

Here’s how it works. Say you’ve got a light commercial or industrial (maybe even a large residential) job with 17 stations.

We’ll give you a custom package complete with Heavy Duty Metal turf cabinet, one RC-7A and one RC-1230, for 18 total stations hooked in series (a little growing room never hurts). The savings per station for both you and your customer can be substantial. Nearly half the cost of one big 18-station controller.

So think about Rain Bird next time you need a custom controller package.

No sense paying more for rain than you really need to.

Rain Bird is a registered trademark of Rain Bird Sprinkler Mfg. Corp., Glendora, California. © 1978 Rain Bird Sprinkler Mfg. Corp.